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INTRODUCTION & OBJECTIVE
The concept of nature-based
solutions (NbS) has emerged in the
global climate action agenda, and is
claimed to have transformative
potential in cities. However, there is
little synthesised evidence of how
NbS are being used globally for
urban climate change adaptation.
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Our objective is to take stock
of current practice on NbS to
climate change adaptation in
cities, and analyse their
contribution to transformative
adaptation through the
multiple climate, biodiversity,
and society related challenges
they confront.

METHODS
1. Systematic global mapping of NbS to climate change adaptation
in urban areas (n = 216).
2. Analysis based on different climate, biodiversity, and social
challenges they confront, as well as transformative capacity
across social, ecological, and technical city dimensions.
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Climate, biodiversity, and
society related challenges,
and transformative capacity

KEY FINDINGS
(I)

(II)
(II) Sample distribution
Current practice is
concentrated in (western)
Europe, with some regional
highlights (e.g., Brazil, South
Africa).

Climate

Society

(III)
(III) Transformative
capacity
Interventions could evidence
capacity for incremental
change (business as usual),
reformistic change
(addressing underlying
drivers of challenges), or
transformative change
(holistic and systemic change
across the city system).

Biodiversity
(I) Distribution of NbS features
Height of y axis represents the distribution of labelled features
within each region (count of feature distribution within region / n
interventions from region).
• Climate results show bias in kinds of risks addressed (intense
precipitation) and vulnerability considered (reducing exposure).
• Biodiversity results show bias towards restorative approaches to
terrestrial ecosystems, with scarce consideration of ability of
species used to adapt under future climate conditions.
• Society results show uneven social justice consideration that is
mostly procedural and scarce private sector engagement.
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Most interventions appeared
reformistic. Most
transformative capacity seen
in ecological and social
dimensions of city systems.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR POLICY & PRACTICE
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Future work must:
• Address knowledge discrepancies both North-South & between cities with diverse
vulnerabilities and urban ecological conditions.
• Encourage transformative adaptation by incorporating more robust consideration of social
justice, scale, and co-benefits.
• Clarify the specific characteristics of urban areas that encourage or constrain urban
transformative adaptation to move beyond reformistic trends.
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PROJECT NEXT STEPS
Explore what social, ecological and
technical characteristics of cities
explain the emergence of different
types of NbS, their transferability to
other locations, and transformative
capacity.
Reflect on transformative examples
of urban NbS to climate change
adaptation, and whether they
achieved their adaptation goals and
how these were measured.

